Abstract
Introduction 9
Climate scientists overwhelmingly agree that the Earth is getting warmer 10 and that the rise in average global temperature is predominantly due to human Table 1 provides an overview of the organizations included in the sample. The The table provides a number of insights into the claims-making behaviour Randomly sample a topic z n ∼ M ultinomial(θ).
213
Choose a word w n from p(w n |z n , β). based on the word's "frequency-exclusivity" (FREX), as described in Roberts is unique to a topic (i.e., "exclusivity").
269
Looking at the full list of topics shown in Table 2 , the results demonstrate a 
406
The results of this analysis are striking. First, we observe a set of meaningful warming and implementing polices to prevent or mitigate potential damage.
429
What is surprising is that a simple model based on word co-occurrences is able 430 to detect this nuance. Taken together, we find that the 47 topics cluster onto a 431 smaller set of theoretically meaningful and valid higher-order themes. 
Predictive validity and topic dynamics 433
To further assess the quality of our classifications, this section examines 434 the predictive validity of the estimated model-i.e., the extent to which our two human coders using a random sample of 300 manually annotated documents.
504
After ensuring a suitable level of inter-coder reliability (Krippendorff's α = 0.74),
505
the coders classified the primary topic or theme of each article using either the 506 47 categories provided in Table 2 It is also important to note that assessing a topic model using only the over or if the organised denial of "junk" science remains alive and well.
556
To examine this question, we present evidence on the evolution of the CTT 557 science-and policy-related discourse since the late 1990s. 
571
We thus find little evidence for the "end of science denial" and yet a rise in which produces a steady stream of scientific review articles (see Table 1 ). When 4 Note that to remain as consistent as possible with the assumed data generating process, we conducted the bootstrap at the document level for each time period of interest in the sample. Specifically, for a given quarter, we sample (with replacement) from the available documents and calculate topic prevalence, repeating this process for 1,000 replicates for each series. to become relatively more prevalent in the post-"climategate" era ( Figure 5 (a) ).
626
Lastly, while the discussion of climate "Science" was more frequent relative to 5. CTTs tend to react to the external environment-i.e., they counter claims-
657
and thus studies focusing on narrow intervals of time (or a single organi-658 sation) are likely sensitive to these contextual factors.
659
It is important to note, however, that the current study has a number of lim- 
